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Abstract. Chatbot (abbreviated Chatting Robot) is a computer sys-tem that 
allows human to interact with computer using Natural Human Language. 
This paper intents to present a technical review of ve mod-ern chatbot 
systems namely DeepProbe (July, 2017), Alime (August, 2017), SuperAgent 
(August, 2017), MILABOT (November, 2017) and RubyStar (December, 
2017). Review elements are architectural design and domain/case study 
implementation with performance evaluation. Architectural design review will 
cover topic surrounding chatbot's knowl-edge domain, response generation, 
text processing and machine learning model, while implementation review 
will cover dataset usage (mainly to-wards machine learning model training) 
and evaluation strategy towards analyzing the quality level of chatbot's 
response. A summarize table of all reviewed elements is shown at the end of 
this paper together with discussion on our insight regarding reviewed 
elements. This paper will concludes with our review on future roadmap for 
modern chatbot design. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Recent years have shown the rise of chatbots that are in parallel with the ad-
vancement of Arti cial Intelligence (AI). Although it wasn't new ( rst chatbot was 
proposed in 1966 [26]), chatbot has became more relevant today presumably due 
to a shift in communication landscape where recent generation is prone to short 
messaging exchange (e.g. text/voice message) rather than long direct com-
munication (e.g. phone call) [10]. On top of that, chatting with robot/computer 
nowadays has almost become a norm with such technology as Amazon Alexa, 
Google Assistant and Apple Siri, wrapped around beautiful consumer products 
that are smartphones and home smart speaker.  
Modern chatbot design can generally be categorized into several base ele-
ments which are: 1) knowledge (open or close domain), 2) response generation 
(retrieval or generative), 3) text processing (vector embedding or latin alphabet), 
and 4) machine learning (ML) model (usually using neural network). In regards to 
these elements, the rest of this paper is organized as follows: Next section will 
review each elements in respect to the ve selected systems; DeepProbe [27], Al-
ime [19], SuperAgent [4], MILABOT [21] and RubyStar [12]. A brief discussion on 
the element itself will be included throughout the review. Further section will 
discuss implementation strategy concerning used dataset to train and run the 
system, then evaluation strategy towards analyzing chatbot's performance in term 
of quality level of generated response/output. 
 2 Architectural Design 
 
2.1 Knowledge Domain 
 
A chatbot can be categorized as open or close domain. Domain in this sense is 
the knowledge that the chatbot is covering. Open domain means the chatbot must 
know general knowledge covering from recent news topic, entertainment, etc., as 
well as basic human knowledge. If the chatbot knowledge is speci c to certain 
area such as customer service, psychology, etc., the system will be classi ed as 
close domain chatbot. Researchers has concluded that close domain chatbot is 
easier to build and currently being producing good results [27][19][4] while open 
domain chatbot is still hard to build and being producing a fair amount of false 
positive results [21][12]. Regarding our selected systems, three chatbots are close 
domain (DeepProbe, AliMe and SuperAgent) and another two are open domain 
(MILABOT and RubyStar). In particular, DeepProbe domain is product ads 
recommendation, AliMe and SuperAgent are within customer service domain, and 
open domain MILABOT and RubyStar are retrieving knowledge data from various 
public datasets, web search engines results, Twitter, Reddit, Amazon Evi, 
Wikipedia and et cetera. 
 
2.2 Response Generation 
 
Two basic methods for chatbot to generate/produce a response are retrieval 
and generative. A lot of variations from these two methods have emerged but 
the base process largely remains the same with retrieval being a process of 
selecting best output from shortlisted candidates, and generative being exible 
output gener-ation based on input sequence and trained classi ers. For our 
selected systems, all chatbots are using both methods (hybrid) with two of 
them (MILABOT and RubyStar) using additional classic rule-based method.  
For all selected systems and many other literatures, Seq2Seq [23] is the most 
famous model for both retrieval and generative methods. Originally designed for 
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) system, Seq2Seq architecture is based on 
encoder and decoder framework whereby encoder will receive input and de-coder 
will produce output that is relevant to the input (like translating one language to 
another). Abbreviated from Sequence-to-Sequence phrase, Seq2Seq encoder 
takes input sentence as a sequence of words, analyzing each word (one-by-one in 
sequence) while generating its representation (one word at a time), and nally 
generating the whole input representation to be passed on to de-coder module. 
Decoder than decipher the input representation and generate an output (one word 
at a time) until all encoded representations are deciphered. With such capability 
and demonstrated good results in nding/calculating sim-ilarities (similarity of 
encoded representation between input and candidate out-put), 
researcher/developer has implemented Seq2Seq in ranking most similar 
output/response towards the input (retrieval) and also generate a totally ex-ible 
output in word or character based that is sequentially re ected the input 
(generative). 
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Going through each close domain chatbot systems, DeepProbe selection of 
best response is done through Seq2Seq estimator (conditional entropy) and its 
generative response is produced using LSTM Seq2Seq [27]. For AliMe, retrieval 
method uses BM25 [20] (relevance score calculation) to determine the best out-
put candidate, while its generative method uses attentive Seq2Seq structure  
[1] (Seq2Seq with attention mechanism) [19]. In SuperAgent system, retrieval 
method uses three separate but integrated modules that runs in parallel (thresh-
old dependent). Those modules are: 1) Fact QA engine for Product Information 
(PI), 2) FAQ Search engine for Customer QA Pairs (QA), and 3) Opinion-Oriented 
Text QA for Customer Reviews (CR). Respectively, DSSM model [7] is use for 
getting the best response for PI, Regression Forest model [15] to get the best QA 
pair, and BiCNN [28] and MatchLSTM [25] for CR best output selection process. 
Concerning SuperAgent generative method, attentive Seq2Seq 
[1] is use to generate response for its chit-chat module [4].  
Regarding the remaining two open domain chatbot systems, MILABOT 
uses various strategies for its retrieval method (an ensemble Machine Learn-
ing (ML) system). Among those strategies are Latent Variable Hierarchical 
Recurrent Encoder-Decoder (VHRED) [22] for log-likelihood score calculation, 
SkipThought Vector [8] for semantic relatedness score calculation, and Dual 
Encoder model [14] for candidate score calculation using bilinear mapping. As 
for generative method, MILABOT uses GRUQuestionGenerator with two GRU 
layers [3] to generate output response (a follow-up question) in word-by-word 
sequence [21]. For RubyStar, retrieval method uses TAGME [5] to retrieve 
can-didate responses through Twitter search API ( nal response is randomly 
selected from shortlisted candidates), and its generative method uses 
character-based [24] and word-based [9] Seq2Seq models [12]. 
 
2.3 Text Processing 
 
Word embedding (WE) or vector representation of word are real numbers in vec-
tor space that can denote a semantic relationship (by distributional hypothesis) 
between words within speci c vocabulary. Because it is a real number, statistical 
as well as arithmetical calculation towards WE is highly possible thus making it 
feasible to be used in statistical ML model. Concerning chatbot architectural 
design, most system that uses ML model (for training or realtime implementa-tion) 
are seem to also utilizes WE in their respective text processing modules. Related 
to our ve selected systems, only RubyStar did not make use of WE al-though its 
been mention in Future Work section of the article [12]. As for others, DeepProbe 
rewrite, ranking and generative modules are all accepting WE data. In AliMe and 
SuperAgent, WE is use as an input for ranking and generative modules. Lastly for 
ensemble ML system MILABOT, WE is heavily being used across multiple ranking 
and generative modules.  
Despite the widely demonstrated positive outcome of WE, some systems or 
part of their text processing modules are still directly use latin alphabet word or 
even character as their IO data. Concerning our selected systems, DeepProbe 
uses latin alphabet word as its search query towards commercial ads search 
  
engine. AliMe retrieval model rst takes segmented word as input, then later 
convert it into WE for ranking module. In SuperAgent, all its retrieval models 
(PI, QA and CR) take harvested word inputs from implemented webpage be-
fore generating response from it. MILABOT contains 22 subsystems (grouped 
into several categories) under its response model. Among those categories 
are template-based systems that utilizes latin alphabet data in its text 
processing module. During implementation, template-based system uses rule-
based to gen-erate templated response base on prede ned rules and 
condition. On its core, these rules are use to detect keyword appearance in 
user's input sentence (key-words matching technique) [13]. For RubyStar, 
template-based approach is its rst priority within four total strategies in text 
processing module. Those strate-gies (in priority sequence) are rule-based, 
knowledge-based, retrieval-based, and generative. For all strategies, 
RubyStar is seems to use latin alphabet as its pro-cessing data, even for 
generative strategies where character-based LSTM Seq2Seq is implemented. 
 
2.4 Machine Learning Model 
 
Machine learning nowadays is everywhere. Anything with big data repository 
is being transform into ML powered system, and any system with less data is 
being restructured to collect more data for future ML/AI roadmap. In modern 
chatbot architecture, ML (in particular Neural Network (NN)) can be seen as a 
core all-around technology where it is being use in input preparation and 
processing, as well as output processing and production. With this regards, a 
review on ML model towards selected system will be discussed next.  
The use of ML in chatbot's input preparation stage is mainly on gener-ating 
WE. As discussed before, modern chatbot text processing module uti-lizes WE 
due to heavy use of statistical ML methods. Overall, there are two ways to 
generate vector representation of words which are count-method and predictive-
method (ML method). While count-method is actually counting word co-
occurrence based on speci ed context, predictive-method just predict it. Al-though 
it seems unlikely (actual vs prediction), [2] systematic comparison has shown that 
predictive-method is far superior than count-method, thus becoming method of 
choice among researcher. On our selected systems, only SuperAgent and 
MILABOT speci cally mention their used model which are GloVe [18] for the 
former, and both GloVe and Word2Vec [16] for the latter. To be noted that GloVe 
method is a predictive-method with the help of count-method.  
For input processing stage, LSTM (Long Short Term Memory networks) is the 
most used ML NN model in chatbot arena. LSTM is a type of Recurrent Neural 
Network (RNN) famous for analyzing sequential data. First introduced in 1997 [6], 
the main advantage of LSTM (over other RNN model) is its ability to "learn" long-
term dependencies by maintaining context throughout the input sequence. In 
chatbot implementation, LSTM is used to generate input sentence's 
representation (based on each word representation) usually using Seq2Seq en-
coder model. This LSTM-Seq2Seq implementation is demonstrated by Deep-
Probe, SuperAgent, MILABOT (not speci cally mentioned but VHRED models 
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can implement LSTM) and RubyStar (AliMe also implement Seq2Seq in their 
in-put processing stage but uses Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) instead of 
LSTM). As mentioned before (in Response Generation subsection), Seq2Seq 
architecture is based on encoder and decoder framework. With the encoder 
being use in in-put processing stage, consequently the decoder will be used in 
output processing and production stage. During latter stage, Seq2Seq 
decoder takes input repre-sentation from its encoder, and then use RNN to 
retrieve and generate output (one sequence unit at a time) until end of 
output/sentence identi er is found. In short, any chatbot with Seq2Seq 
implementation is basically using RNN for both its input and output processing 
modules because Seq2Seq is a framework that combines two RNN. 
 
3 Implementation 
 
3.1 Dataset 
 
Previous Architectural Design section has showcased the extensive implemen-
tation of ML model throughout modern chatbot systems. Publicly known, ML 
systems are as good as its training data. For ML classi ers, more training means 
better classi cation parameters. In case of WE, small dictionary size will result on 
sparse word representations, thus a ecting sentence representation and its 
ranking calculation. Small size WE also will in uence the exibility of genera-tive 
response module because sparse embeddings means less vocabulary, while 
dense embeddings means vast and vary vocabulary.  
Dataset can be of many types and structure. For DeepProbe system, two set 
of di erent but interrelated datasets are used. First set is to train Query Rewrit-ing 
module thats function is to rewrite user's input from question-form query to 
standard query. This dataset contains 782 thousand (question-form query, 
standard query) pairs that has been collected from a commercial search engine 
"related searches" feature ("related searches" is a list of queries that commercial 
search engine suggest based on user's search query). A pair is recorded positive 
if user clicked on related searches suggestion after question-form query is 
entered. Second set is to train Relevance Scoring module thats function is to 
performs relevance lter on information retrieval results. This dataset contains 15 
million (query, ad) pairs that has been sampled from a commercial product ad 
search engine. A pair is recorded positive if user clicked on ad that appear after 
search query is entered.  
In AliMe system, the dataset is a set of 9,164,834 QA (question, answer) pairs 
that has been sampled from online customer service center chat log ( ve months 
log duration). This dataset is used to train AliMe rerank and generative model. 
Same dataset also been used to feeds candidates for AliMe Information Retrieval 
(IR) model. For SuperAgent, main dataset is gathered directly from respective e-
commerce website (product information, questions and answers, and customer 
reviews data). In addition, SuperAgent also used around 43 million (query, re-ply) 
pairs from Twitter conversation data to trained its Chit-chat Conversation module. 
From the 43 million pairs, only ve million most frequent non-duplicate 
 short replies (less than 15 words) are been selected as permitted response 
set for this module. Lastly for two open domain chatbots MILABOT and 
RubyStar, datasets are gather from various sources. Among them are Twitter, 
Reddit, Amazon Evi, Wikipedia, web search engines results, et cetera. 
 
 
3.2 Evaluation 
 
Evaluation methods for chatbot system have seen some usual suspects. 
Among them are human evaluation (DeepProbe, AliMe, MILABOT and 
RubyStar), A/B Test (AliMe and MILABOT), BLEU (DeepProbe and 
mentioned in RubyStar), and Usability Analysis (SuperAgent). As a whole, 
evaluation on chatbot sys-tem is done to assess the quality of chatbot's 
response/output towards human perception (semantically and syntactically). 
There is a strong evidence that au-tomated evaluation metrics (evaluation 
without human judgement) commonly used in chatbot literature are not 
correlate strongly with human judgement [11]. As demonstrated by our 
selected systems choice of methods, human evaluation remains crucial. 
 
For each chatbot system, human evaluation metric is usually individually 
customized. DeepProbe uses bad, fair, good, excellent metric with fair, good, 
excellent being considered positive. AliMe uses business analysts as their human 
judge with 0, 1, 2 metric with "0" being unsuitable, "1" being a response that only 
suitable in certain contexts, and "2" being fairly suitable response. MI-LABOT 
uses 1 to 5 appropriate scale metric with "1" being inappropriate/does not make 
sense, "3" being acceptable response, and "5" being excellent and highly 
appropriate. Lastly, RubyStar also uses 1 to 5 scale with "1" being "Not human 
readable reply", "2" being "Understandable and somehow related reply", "3" being 
"Acceptable but not very meaningful and not very engaging reply", "4" being 
"Good but not very engaging reply", and "5" being "Excellent engag-ing and 
meaningful reply". To be noted that SuperAgent did not describe any human 
evaluation metric in their evaluation method. 
 
A/B Test is a comparison test between two variant of the same system. Al-iMe 
uses this test to compare their new Hybrid system with current IR-only system. 
For MILABOT, A/B Test is use to compare di erent dialogue manager policies 
within same central system (dialogue manager uses model selection pol-icy to 
select response it returns to the user). Because there are more than two policies 
involved, MILABOT randomly assign policy during test and record the dialogues 
and its nal score afterward. BLEU (bilingual evaluation understudy) is a method 
for evaluating text quality that has been machine-translated [17]. DeepProbe uses 
this method to evaluate the quality of rewritten query (against standard query) 
generated from its Query Rewriting module. Although men-tioned, RubyStar did 
not make use of BLEU because its limitation as described by [11]. In its published 
article, SuperAgent did not mention any use of evalua-tion method other than 
Usability Analysis that is centered around justi cation of SuperAgent usability as 
an add-on extension to mainstream web browsers that can improve user's online 
shopping experience. 
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4 Summary of Review 
 
 
Following Table 1 is a simpli ed summary of our ve reviewed systems where 
"D" denoted Domain (knowledge domain either close or open), "RG" denoted 
Response Generation method (either retrieval, generative or hybrid), "TP" de-
noted Text Processing (either WE - word embedding and/or LA - latin 
alphabet), "ML" denoted used Machine Learning model, "DS" denoted training 
Dataset (in quantity), and "E" denoted Evaluation method. 
 
 
Table 1. Modern chatbot systems technical comparison  
 
 
 D RG TP ML DS E 
       
DeepProbe Close Hybrid WE & LA LSTM-Seq2Seq 782k pairs Human, BLEU 
     & 15mil pairs & AUC 
AliMe Close Hybrid WE & LA GRU-Seq2Seq 9mil pairs Human 
      & A/B Test 
SuperAgent Close Hybrid WE & LA GloVe 5mil pairs Usability analysis 
    & LSTM-Seq2Seq   
MILABOT Open Hybrid WE & LA GloVe, Word2Vec various Human 
    & LSTM-Seq2Seq  & A/B Test 
RubyStar Open Hybrid LA LSTM-Seq2Seq various Human 
       
 
 
 
 
Referring to Table 1, it is clear that modern chatbots are 90 percent similar 
in term of architectural design and implementation. Despite on di erent target 
domain, Response Generation remains the same for all systems with hybrid 
ap-proach as method of choice. This is because hybrid approach can 
leverage on both retrieval and generative method with the former being 
response speci c and accurate, while the latter being response exible and 
diversify. On Text Processing approach, WE has became mainstream in 
modern chatbot system mainly due to its exibility in statistical ML 
implementation. Seq2Seq model that originally was designed for NMT system 
has also found its place in modern chatbot architecture. Couple it with RNN 
model, RNN-Seq2Seq has demon-strated to become method of choice in 
transforming user's input sentence into relevant chatbot's output response. On 
evaluating chatbot response, human as-sisted metric is still crucial. This can 
only means that human communication through natural language is still 
abstractly complex for current computational algorithm to thoroughly analyze. 
  
5 Conclusion 
 
This paper presents an architectural design and implementation review of ve 
modern chatbot systems. The aim for this review is to provide an overview sense 
in regards to design practice as well as implementation strategy in modern chat-
bot systems. Based on our review, modern chatbot technical speci cation can be 
seen as 90 percent similar due to utilization of mostly similar techniques with 
adjusted parameters to occupy each system's requirement. With this actuality, 
modern chatbot roadmap can be seen as within controlled trajectory where all 
future improvement is targeted towards same baseline objectives. We think those 
objectives are: 1) To design a universal word embedding model that is not bias 
towards vocabulary size and language used, 2) To design a generative model that 
can be exible as well as accurate towards conversational context, and 3) To 
design a universal automated evaluation model that require no or highly less 
human assistant to avoid human bias (individually oriented evaluation). 
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